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What a difference a month makes! Last month we saw the S&P 500 breakout to new all-time highs, which from a technical perspective this 
was very bullish. But only a few days later sellers came into the market with force and created a “failed breakout”, a very bearish pattern 
from a technical perspective. So where does that leave us going forward? As long-term investors, we should welcome volatility and use 

market pullbacks and 
corrections as buying 
opportunities, so long as 
it is not going to proceed 
a economic recession. A 
friend and great business 
mind asked me a good 
question that has always 
stuck with me – “if I was 
going to buy the shoe a 
month ago and I can buy 
that same shoe today for 
20% cheaper, why 
wouldn’t I?” Translation, 
if the stock market pulls 
back, is there a reason(s) 
why I shouldn’t buy it? 
That question is too ag-
gressive for managing 

risk but the concept is there. So do we think this current market pullback is the beginning of a major market top that will proceed a bear 
market in stocks and an economic recession? 

With the current data we have we do not believe this is the start of an economic recession and see this current market correction as a nor-

mal decline in a larger uptrend. Since 1980, the intra-year drop in the S&P 500 has averaged 13.8%, but still had positive returns in 29 of 38 

years (reference JPM guide to market). Another way to look at the current market decline is through the chart on this page. Focusing on 

declines that are greater than 5% and less than 20% (the first two rows) we see out of the 116 market declines since 1945, 105 or 90.5% of 

the times the pullbacks can be viewed as reasonable or “normal” and therefore, buying opportunities for long-term investors. Even step-

ping down another row and getting into bear market territory with corrections in the 20-40% range, we would absolutely feel the pain and 

the recovery time of 15 months is not a short amount of time.  
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Midterm Elections are Here— In the run up to the midterm 
elections have we have seen uncertainty and volatility in the 
markets.  Having election results should provide a more calm 
and predictable environment for the markets.  

FOMC – the Fed continues to raise rates moving us toward a 
more neutral monetary stance and away from emergency 
levels that we experienced for an extended period of time. 
The unwinding of the Fed Balance Sheet is at the maximum 
reduction schedule.   

Tariffs & Trade Wars – tariffs continue to be implemented on 
our trade partners, primarily China, and are starting to impact 
different industries more significantly.  These price increases 
are being passed on to consumers impacting their purchasing 
power and hurting future guidance on corporate earnings. 



Getting defense in front of these market corrections or before they get too bad would be ideal, but again if you’re a long-term inves-
tor and in the appropriate model there is no reason this kind of market action should harm your long-term financial goals. The big red 
flag is the 3 times the market declined over 40%. The three times since 1945 that the S&P 500 decline over 40% - 1973, 2000 and 
2007. Think about that for a minute. The two biggest market declines in the last 64 years have happen in just the last 18 years. Bear 
markets with market declines of great than 40% can cause damage to investor long-term goals. Avoiding these is what we need to 
attempt to do. These 40% corrections come when bubbles form in the economy and can lead to slow economic recovery/recession. 
As of now, we do not see any bubbles forming or an economic recession.  

Our long-term view (multiple years) for equity markets is still bullish. We believe we are in the middle part of a secular bull market 
and with the previous two secular bull markets lasting 17 years, we could be in for a nice ride if this one plays out similarly. The econ-
omy is still very strong and corporate earnings have been solid for the last few quarters, but forward guidance for 2019 have come 
down to questions regarding the outcome of the mid-term elections, the Fed and tightening monetary policy, and tariffs/trade war 
with China leaving companies with too many unknowns. As we look to the second half of 2019, we suspect the tight labor market and 
Fed tightening to put pressure on economic growth which could lead to a recession and downturn in the stock market. Recessions 
and market downturns are unavoidable, but the silver lining is that when they happen inside a secular bull market, they historically  
haven’t been as severe as they have been in secular bear markets. The current market pullback has put a damper on our shorter-term 
outlook and we now see the remainder of 2018 being volatile and finishing short of our price target on the S&P 500 (3050, or 12.5% 
from here) . In fixed income, we are maintaining our over-weights in International Emerging Markets and Floating Rate bonds and 
underweight in U.S. Government Bonds and Mortgage-Backed Securities. Our research team is constantly evaluating our products 
and tactical position inside both our fixed income portfolio and equity portfolio, looking at both larger trends and short-term opportu-
nities. We’ve identified two positions we are looking to move out in the near future – real assets with an energy focus and high-yields. 
The real assets position with an overweight to energy/oil has been a bumpy ride but a good one when looking back. With oil trading 
above $65/barrel we are ready to move out of this positioning. High-yield spreads have been tight for a while and we believe they are 
still a good investment, but more likely to provide a total return closer to “clipping-a-coupon” and less price appreciation. This pro-
vides less reward for the amount of risk we’ve seen in the past. With daily monitoring to accounts on an individual basis, we continue 
to rebalance accounts when they fall too far from their equity-to-fixed income ratio. 
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This newsletter is created by Portfolio Partners. Portfolio Partners provides investment research, portfolio and model management, 

and investment advisor services to investment advisor representatives. 

Investors cannot invest directly in indexes. The performance of any index is not indicative of the performance of any investment and 

does not take into account the effects of inflation and the fees and expenses associated with investing. The S&P 500 is a capitaliza-

tion-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggre-

gate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.  


